Interference between the hydrogen bonds to the two rings of nicotine.
The biochemical transport and binding of nicotine depends on the hydrogen bonding between water and binding site residues to the pyridine ring and the protonated pyrrolidinium ring. To test the independence of these two moderately separated hydrogen-bonding sites, we have calculated the structures of clusters of protonated nicotine with water and a bicarbonate anion, benzene, indole, or a second water molecule. Unprotonated nicotine-water clusters have also been studied for contrast. The potential energy surfaces are first explored with an intermolecular anisotropic atom-atom model potential. Full geometry optimizations are then carried out using density functional theory to include nonadditive terms in the interaction energies. The presence of the charge on the pyrrolidine nitrogen removes the conventional hydrogen-bonding site on the pyridine ring. The hydrogen-bond ability of this site is nearly recovered when the protonated pyrrolidinium ring is bound to a bicarbonate anion, whereas its interaction with benzene shows a much smaller effect. Indole appears to partially restore the hydrogen-bond ability of the pyridine nitrogen, although indole and benzene both pi-bond to the pyrrolidinium ring. A second hydrogen-bonding water produces a significant conformational distortion of the nicotine. This demonstrates the limitations of the conventional qualitative predictions of hydrogen bonding based on the independence of molecular fragments. It also provides benchmarks for the development of atomistic modeling of biochemical systems.